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Michel Ferra )

STORY
The plot narrates the conflict between the masculine obsession for power and domination and the healing and spiritual nature of 
the feminine universe. It pits our current male-dominated world of pragmatic rationalism against the spiritual and creative powers of 
the pagan and the feminine.

The story has a thriller component and a futuristic element that are carried by strong visual storytelling. 

The conflict:
On one side, the Masonic power of men, perpetuating their hold over the world through a secret magic formula. On the other side, 
we have the Sisters of the Order, a group of dedicated spiritual healers, steeped in ancient pagan spiritual practices. 

The conflict plays out over control of the secret formula: men wanting it for total control and to perpetuate the existing structure of 
power and women aspiring to a world ruled by spirituality. 



The context:
The world has been at war for a long time. After reconstruction, social differences are more acute than ever and the natural world 
is  showing signs  of deterioration. The population is impoverished and deprived of sleep. The sleeplessness is a symbol of a 
serious dysfunction in human behavior, caused by a progressive detachment from nature.

The resolution:
It is a return to the profound and the natural realm of humanity as a result of the breakdown of our model of civilization. 
The message of this  story is that our civilization is heading in the direction outlined unless  humans turn their energy and attention 
to their innate qualities  and the connection to nature and the spiritual.  

SCRIPT
Divided loosely in two parts: a first part where a quick paced thriller-like atmosphere dominates; a second part, where a more 
visual, poetic and symbolic approach is used, with several returns to the thriller plot. 

DURATION
Approximately 1 hour and 50 minutes

STYLE
A strongly visual approach, that keeps explanatory diatribes and exchanges to a minimum.
Dialogues are limited to the essentials to keep the story progressing.
The audience is kept engaged through sumptuous visuals, a tight storyline and a mysterious atmosphere.
The core style is a mix of retro-futuristic elements, spiritual symbols and a sophisticated visual narrative style. 



CHARACTERS
Agamura: Prominent member of the Masonic organization
Buk: Young boxing fighter
Tuk: Mother Superior of the Order of the Sisters
Lisa: Sister of the Order
General: A top Government official
Vicet: An old friend of Buk’s
Kanchana: A wise island healer
Huito: One of the top members of the powerful secret organization

TEAM
A group of experienced professionals has shown a serious interest and commitment to the project in this preliminary phase.
 
LOCATION 
The film will be shot on location in Thailand and possibly in Cambodia for a few scenes.

STUDIO
A sophisticated studio is available on location with state-of-the art facilities in Bangkok.

SYNOPSIS
In the aftermath of long and strenuous wars, the world is divided in large Confederations that rule the populace mostly through the 
power of suggestion. It is a world where the minds are controlled by spiritual powers and symbols  and where sleep has become 



very difficult to achieve. Medications are used daily to provide a barely sufficient amount of rest. Those who can afford it, can buy 
themselves the services of the Order of the Sleeping Ones, where Sisters of the Order use their innate gift to alleviate pain, stress 
ands suffering. People are tired, stressed and most of the population lives at poverty levels, with only a small privileged group 
enjoying luxuries and amenities, including an almost exclusive access to modern technology. It is within this context that the story 
starts. 
In the city, Agamura, a high-ranking member of a powerful sect that holds major positions within the Confederation, is in crisis. He 
is  the chosen one whose subconscious has been coded by the sect with a secret formula that holds the key to all powers. But 
Agamura’s mind is coming undone. It is unraveling under the weight of his  responsibility and from the intuition that change is 
needed in the world. He is unable to sleep and seeks the help of the Sleeping Ones every night, hiding away from his superiors. It 
is  during his tormented sleep that he unwittingly talks and reveals the secret formula to the Sisters. The formula is 
incomprehensible and fragmented into symbols, ciphers and ancient languages. The Sisters of the Order each hold a fragment. 
When word of Agamura’s  whereabouts  and his  sleep talking reaches the upper echelons of his  sect, it is decided that the Order 
must be eliminated and the formula preserved. But Mother Superior Tuk has a different idea. After surviving a kidnapping attempt, 
she decides to convene the Sisters and have them each transcribe the fragment they have overheard unto a book. She knows that 
they are all in danger and that the Order itself is threatened with extinction unless something is  done. The plan is  to recover the 
formula, achieve power and restore the spiritual path from which the secret sect has derailed all living things. As members of the 
Order are tortured and killed, Lisa, the youngest and most enlightened of the Sisters, decides that the book constitutes too grave 
danger and instinctively escapes with it to an island where she can hide for a while. She starts reading the book, deciphering the 
formula painstakingly. Her immense spiritual gifts are revealed as she descends into near madness. Images, hallucinations and 
apparitions from lives past and future manifest themselves to her and separate her from the physical world around her. She is 
possessed by the power of the formula that nearly destroys her. Meanwhile, Buk, the man whom she trusts  and who helped her 
escape, is secretly working for the Confederation. He is  fighter and a mercenary, who has fallen in love with the beauty and the 
spirit of Lisa, while on his  secret mission. He lovingly cares for her while Lisa is losing her mind and while dong this, a change of 
heart is taking place within him, just like with Agamura before him. The power of feminine spirituality is  breaking down the 
resistance of members of the sect dedicated to conquering and preserving power. The Confederation sends  out a special team to 
recover the formula and during the pursuit, Lisa is fatally shot while trying to protect Buk from gunfire.  Some time later, in a dark 
and quiet room, Buk is sitting with the book, leafing through its  remaining blank pages. The blank pages suggest that the path to 
change and recovery does not lie in language and its institutions  but in a spiritual, contemplative and intuitive connection with 
nature and the spirit of creation. While the entire city goes dark and civilization breaks down, darkness suggests a new beginning.



BUDGET 
 $ 10.000.000 USD

CONTACT 
WWW.THESLEEPINGONES.COM 
www.miranfilmpro.com 
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